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 ■ Simplified data entry: The default value 
capability now allows for retention of previous 
values and can be enabled by selecting 
this option in the form editor for select lists 
and text fields. This simplifies data entry by 
prepopulating fields with the last entered 
values when the Retained option is enabled 
for a field.

Bug Fixes
 ■ Allow importing into a nested relationship 

when performing a quick import.
 ■ Labels for points, lines, and polygons that 

included a string description of the geometry 
display properly on the map.

 ■ Clicking on a relationship field while in card 
view now shows the card for that relationship 
rather than directly entering edit mode.

 ■ When adding new records in a related table, 
the column values refresh when editing is 
complete.

 ■ Attachments nested in a tab or subsection 
export correctly. 

New Features
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 ■ Select lists with multi-select enabled export 
all values when saving to excel format (not 
just the first value).

 ■ Invalid points in line and area geometry 
are removed by moving the geometry and 
immediately saving the edit. Saving the edit 
will also fix any issues with the area or length 
calculations for polygons and polylines.

 ■ Fixed sort order problems in to-do lists.
 ■ Using the Tab key on a physical keyboard 

to move through fields on a horizontal form 
layout functions correctly.

 ■ Conditional logic behaves the same on both 
Android and Windows version of Uinta.

 ■ Avoid Android lockup when previewing a 
photo.

 ■ Quick text search button works for to-do list.
 ■ Allow the context record history to be viewed 

while editing a record by tapping on the 
related record and viewing the history tab.

 ■ Fixed issue where filters weren’t applied 
properly when clicking on linked records from 
the record details screen.

 ■ Field level filters now work correctly when 
multiple filters are applied to the same data 
type

 ■ To-do list searches all nested relationships for 
up to 500 records. (Limit increased from 300 
records.)

 ■ Various performance and stability fixes.


